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- INTRODUCTION

Excavating, or digging into the earth, is one of the most common indus=

trial and construction, processes, but this apparently simple task san be

deadly if proper safety precautions are'not taken. fwo main hazards-are as-

sociated with excavation: unguarded contact with utility lines and caye-

.ins, or earth slides, in which workers can be pinned or smothered. Both

kinds of hazards can be safeguarded through adequate pre-excavation study

and careful trenching and shoring procedUres. Trenching andshdring regula-

tions -teveloped by the Occupational Safety and Health.Administraiion are de-
,

signep to guide in the planning of these operations. Where the regulations

are routinely enforced, relatively few accidents need ever occur.
!"

This module outlines the hazards-of trenching and shoring and the'proce-,

dures and'equipment that should be employed-to prevent cave-ins and other

trenching and shoring-accidents.

.r.

OBJECTIVES

..,.Upon completion of this module:the student%should be able to:

1. Define' the .terms excavation, frenchip, and.shoring. (Page 3)

2. Discuss-the use of mechanical powerlequipment in trenching and shoring.

(Page 4)
_

3. Name three types of atmospheric cOtaminatiori that may be present' in

trenches: (Page 0) : ,

-4. -List five conditibns that could lead tofhazarde in, excavation, and

trenching. (Page 8.)

Explain the need for pre-excavation study, (Paget10).

6. Discuss the "angle of repose." (Page 11)

7. ,Describe methods and materials used in shoring.- (Page*' 13)

8. Describe the pr'cicedures for,installing and removing shorini. (Page 16)
: . .

.

9..Discuss inspeCtions of shoring.
A.

(Page.18) .
p-.* t -

,

10., Discus the need for quick exits. (Page 14) .
.

Lid

r
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.%'SUBJECT MATTER

OBJECTIVE termsthe te eieavationi trenchihg,

and shoring. .-

r Figure .1. Worklers in a trench.'

1

<

' An excavatjonis'any man -made

hole created by the digging up 'and

removal of soil. The work may be

-done by power eqiiipment or, at cer-

'tain stages, rph..hand tools.

A trench is -narrow excava-

tion that is dee er than,it is

wide, but never wider than 15

feet. (See Figure 1.)

Shoring is the primary method

of stabilizing earth walls that
..-

AP

have become loose ed by excava-

tion.

..

Shoring i a framework of

wood; metal, or both, erected to

protect against cave-ins. during the

=progress of the igging. .

Excavations are Prerequisites

for many types of construction:

the fouhdations and underpinnings

of buildings, underground sewage

and gas lines, or footings for any

structaT requiring massive sup-

port. .

SH-38/Page 3
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- ACTIVITY 1:

*

1. Fill in the blanks:'

it

,a. clA trench is no wider t an, , -

lb. Shoring may be constru ed of

, or

c: An is created by the 'digging

up and removal of soil.

d. Shoring protetts against

2. Nam Ylbree typies'of construction.for which

A , e cavation\js necessary.

a.

b.

C.

4

4
.4

OBJECTIVE 2: Discuss the use 'of mechanical power=

equipment in.tr(nching andshoring.

A large scale excavation 7:4'0ires heavy equipment such as power

shovels, draglines, caterpillars, derricks, cranes, backhoes,'hoists, or

drilling ri4s. The operating area of such machines must be cleared of

'employees who might sustain-injury from contact with the machinery itself or

from spillage of earth set, in motion by the machinery. s

Vibration from heavy 4quipment4operation,especiajly when,equipment is

operAied close to the edge' of an eXcavafiCm, can make relatively stable,

earth become joose,to the point of'cave-in. The weight of this equipment,
1

when .it)s stored too lose tb the edge of a trench, can impose stress on

trendrwalls' even if MachinerY is not' in operation.

Every piece of heavy equi0iient used'in. trenching and shorinn t should be.

equipped with the basic safety and operating equipment required by OSHA

(

*Answers to Activities begin ort:page ZO:

Page 4/1-1-38
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,standards as set forth in Part 1926. Adequate braking systems, lighting(

audible warning devices (such as a horn), windshield wtpers, rolloJer pro-

tective structures (ROPS).for operator protection; seats belts, and safety'

latches or locks for dumping mechanisms are some of the slfety features that

regulations require. HeaToi equipment operators should be well trained and

meet requirements of the state licensing agency (if there is one) or company

or union certification prOgrams.

Operators should make sure that heavy equiment is fully.)owered or

blocked when not ift.-use, With Controls in neutral -position, motoQs stopped,

and brakes set.

All machines used in excavating must be well, maintained and kept in
F.

r

safe repair for use when needed. Cranes and derricks are required to be in-.
spected constantly, before and,duri-ng,use, by a,..competent person appointed

by the employer. A thorough annual inspectioh-of the hoisting machinery

must be made by a competent person, or by'a government or private agency

recognized by the 4.S. Department of Labor:

Hand-held power tools must be equipped with.an on-off control

and may have a lock "on" control if machine can be urped "off" by a single

motion of the same fingers used for turning it on.

When excavation is being conducted by hand power tools; workers Trould

beware of hitting underground utilities, such as gas, Sewer, telephone, wa-

ter,, or electric lines., 'The groundirrg of powered tools canprotect:workers

from electric shock in the event of sudden contact with a buried powerllini.

In the casejof,a pneumatic tool that Ras a conductive hose, this can be

accomplished by attalhing the air hose to a driven ground.

ACTIVITY 2:
1-

1. Explain. two ways that heavy machinery can contribute

to cave-ins.

a.
ti

b.

2. Name

is

ix safety features required on heavy equipment.

a.
\.1

b.
s.

46-

c.

t

ti
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OBJECTIVE 3: Name three types of atmospheric

cytamination that may be'presentin trenches.

t

In locations where oxygen deficiency or gaseous conditions are possi-

ble, air in the excavation should be tested. At least three differerit types

of atmospheric hazards may be life threatening: oxygen defi'ciency0 toxic .

(poisonous), gases, or flammable gases. . -\
".

When flammable gases are pregent,,mlequate ventilation must be provided

'or sources of ignition must be eliminated. Sources of ignition include open

flames, electrical sparks, heated surfaces, or friction, to name a few.

Smoking should not be allowed' in OP near trenches that are known to be or

# suspected of being contaminated. No open-flame dgvice such {as solder pot

furnaces or welding equipment is permitted in or near trenches (or manholes

or tunnels) when tests have indicated the presence of flammable gases or

liquids.

Toxic gases may necessitate the use of respirators that filter out tu-,

ic fumes or gases (cartridge respirators) or ones that supply breathing

air. Air-supplied respirator Ly.be necessary, also, .where oxygen loads

are too lc to sustain life. Sometimes the, problems of toxic fumes and oxy-

In deficiency may be solved through the Use of ventilation devices such as

bloWeri or suftion fans.
;

1

Where adverse atmospheric conditions may exist or develop in an excava-

tion,. emergency rescue equipment? should be present and attended by perion-

nel. Such equipment would include breathing apparatus, a safety harness and

IN a basket stretcher.

Sometimes dust conditions_ are a hazard i enches. Dust conditions

must be minimized through the use of water, sa , calcium chloride, oil, or

.other means.

Page 6/SH-18.
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FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

A portable fire eAinguisher6 , Fated 2A, mu'st be.'provided, for each 3,000

.square feet of 6e-trench work area. Travel, distance from Any point of the

protected area to the nearest extinguisher Cannot exceed 200.feet. A 1/2-

inch diameter garden type hose, mounted on a rack or reel, can be substl-

,tuted for a 2A-rated fire extinguisher if it is capable of discPl'arging five

gallo er minute with a minimum stream range of 30 feet horizontally.
. . ..

re extinguisher rated no less than 106 must 4e provided within 50 i

i

feet of wherever more hen five gallons of flammable/combustible liquids, or

five pounds of flammab e'gas, are being used oo the job site.
../ . ,

Portable fire extinguishers must undergo periodic idsgection and main-
,

tenance in accordance with Maintenance and Use of Portable Fire Extinguish-

ers,-NOA (National Fire Protection Atsociation) Standard'No. 10A-1970.
. , . .

. ,

ACT1 VITY, 3:
.

4 I. Name three types of-hazardoOs atmospheres.

a.

b.

ci

2. Name two means of controlling toxic4gases

in trenches.

a.

b.

3. In which of the following hazardous atmospheres

Mould removal of all ignition sources be an

essential precaOtion?

a. Oxygen-deficient atmospheres.

b. Flammable gas atmospheres.

C

9

11.

so

SH-38/Page 7
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OBJECTIVE 4: List five conditions that could lead to

hazardi in excavation and trenching. .

\

b,
Among the many factors involved planning a safe, effective excava-

tion are:

s, Soil structure.

Weather conditions. ,

Overhead'and underground utilities.
)

) Superimposed loads.

Vibrations.

1'

J

`The soil structure must be thoroughly analyzed. The more clay in the

soil,,,the more it will tend to stick togetheWtlibs it is less likely to

slide when excavated. ' If soil is loose and sandy with
t

areas.that have been

bfikfilled, the excavation will be relatively unstable and in need of strong

support. The opposite extreme is bard rock, but evenihard rock- may have

faults or cracks that make it'unstable whin cut. The consistency .of even

very cohesive soil can be changed by the number-one enemy of trenching oper-

ations: water. Whetherfrbm a surface supply, the water table, or moisture

content in the ground, water c'an reduce the stability of the soil.

Water - from the surface, Water table, or moisture content in the

ground - red ces or undermi the compactness of the.Soil and the stability

fof the trenc sides. Rain or snow can also make the banks of an excavation

Collapse, or fill a trench with water. Divesion ditches or dikes can pr&-

vent water from entering an excavation; a good drainage system, such as al

pupp, will keep rain or groundwater from collecting in the bottom of a

trench.

Temperature thanes may make soil unstable. Frozen soil is usually

stable, but the 'consistency of the unfrozen soil below the frost line will

be less'cohesive. Freezing can cause expansion of soil; in turn, that may

increase the pressure against the sides, of the trench walls. Thawing can

,cause mud slides and cave-ins, 1-1 result in heavy equipment slipping into

the trench. Even dry soil can present problems since it tends to crack.

1 ,

Page 8/SH-38
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Overhead and underground utilities have-been. .mentioned in relation to

power tools; all utilities represent potential excavating hazards. Before

excavation begins, the contractor must find out from utility companies pre-

cisely where such Tines are located, and make plans for avoiding them.

AccidentaT contact with electric lines can cause burns or electrocution.

When possible, overhead'power lines should be turned Off before wank be-
.

gins. Equipment with booms must maintain a 10-foot minimum clearance be-

- tween the boom and any overhead lines.

Damaged .gas, or sewer lines may leak ti)cic gases where workers are Ina,
,

ent, thereby creating a need for respiratory protection'. Fires and explo-
. -4

sions can result from leaking gas lines, also. Some utilities can be shtit

off while work is in or gess;(otherwise, careshould be taken to work around

/19.them. Al

Wherever underground utility lines exist, one can assume that the .

ground has been excavated previously, leaving the earth less stable than if

it had been undisturbed. .1

Superimposed loads (loads laid over the trenching. site)-may include

heavy items such'as pipes or timbers, which incneae pressure on the excava-

tion walls. These loads should be kept,as far away from the edge of the ex-

cavation as possible., at least two feet.

Spoil (earth dug out of the excavation and placed on the surface) ca

also put a strain on the system. OSHA requires that spoil be stored

(banked) at least two feet from the edge of the excavation, where it should,

be effectiv ly barricaded or retained.

Vibratibns caused b/ vehicular traffic or by heavy machinery in opera-

tion can be literally earth4haking. If workers must dig under such condi-

tions, every possible measure should be taken to prevent a cave-in.

e

ACTIVITY 4:

1. List three weather conditions. that can affect the

stability of a trench.

'a.

b.

c.

F 1

SH-38/Page 9
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2. Name two sources of vibration on an excavation site.

b.

.

41O,

'w.

OBJECTIVE 5: Explain thene46,for a< pre-excavation

study.
t:

I

,

! 1-,
. %.

.

Any professiOnal colkractor: will thorou4hly inspect a prospectiie exca7
5*

vation site with a variety of consideratials in mind:. thesofl, -utility

lines, traffic conditions, the Weather, the witertablei and 'surrounding ex,
1 '' d

isting structures. , . ' illo 0

Circumstances of the stte6scan be determined by observation,'tesbor-
. 1 4

ings for'soil analysis, consultations with local officials. &flit. \
. ),

companies will help locate sewer, water, fuel,and.electriC lines so tha

accidental damage can be avoided. Utility officials, should, be informed f .

proposed work'24 hours before digging.begins. The contractor is.responsible

T
.

or covering over any underground 'installations that' were exposed during ex-
..

. . ..

. .

,cavation. ,

,,

. At the present time, there is no nationwide policy on thAutdown of

S power lines during trenching operations. , In Some states, when'an excavation
.

1 4

is contidered to be too close to,a utility -instal-Ation, the power company

will choose one of these two-options: chit* the contractor a fee for dig-
,

ging on' that, spot, or require that the contractor move to another location.
. .

Cbcalitiel may have differing requirements, also. 7 .

After deciding upon a site, .toe contract should figure into tNe.pid. '

the athount, kinds, and .costs of safety equipment appropriate for that par-
, 6.61.

.

'ticular jOb. Excavation or trench cave -ins are responsible for a.growing .

number of employee injuries and fatalities: The price of cave-ins is too

higi fbr any unnecessary risks to. be taken.,
,

No contractor can aftordpemployee casualties,the costs or property

damage, or increased insurance'and compensation' payments. Thrw4se
,

. .

Page 10/SH-38'
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i
contractor will make job safety part ; his bid - to protect ergployees, to 04

protect,the public, and to protect the investment.
4,

e
t'

'

4-

ACTIVITY 5:

list flve factors that should.t?e #ncluded-in the

pre-excavation study;

r:

2.

3
4.

5.

OBJECTIVE 6:: Discuss the "angle of repose."

t_," An excellent way to protect workers in trenches or excavations is to

11P

irope the sides-of theYcut to.-the proper angle (b+ repose - the angle at

which -the Barth will lie still without moving. This angle will vary front
,

project to project according to the type of. sot] involved, the .vibration

from nearby equipment, the weight of structomits in the vicinity, the peo,

posed depth of the cut, and the potential weather conditions.

Ite most important, factor indeterMining a correct angle is the Stabil-

ity of'the.soilin terms of composition and cohesion., Looser, less cohesive

.e' soils, for instance, require a flatter angle than solid rock or shale. For "

. these solid materials, as well as for cemente'\and and gravel, the angle of

repose is straight up and down, or vertical ,(90 degrees).

For compacted, angular gravels, the approximate angle should be one to

tao. That is, for every two feet in height, the angle should extend one

afoot across. Expressed in degrees as angles'are generally measured, this

angle.would be 61°26'. 'Recommended slope for average soils is one to one

(450): Compacted sharp sand. requires an angle of three-to two '(38°41'),

while weal-rounded looteasand must be oflattened to two to one (26°34').

Figure 2 illustrates what is meant by angle of repose. /

4

13
SH-38/Page 11
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NOTE: CLAYS <, SILTS, LOAMS OR X 0
'NON-HOMOGENOUS SOILS REQUIRE (4.

SHORING AND BRACING. ),c

0
THE ell ESENCE OF ,pRouNc WATER <
REQUIRES SPECIAL TREATMENT. 0

0 <
fit U)

4

ORIGINAL GROUND LINE

a

,/
rigure 2. Approximate angle of repose for sloping of

side of excavations.

Figure 3. rhclinometer

at slope.

Whatever the angle, it must be flattened

foq,,an excavation containing exdess water, '-

silty materals or loose boulders, and whenever

erosion or deer frosts occur.

The Untrained eye can only estimate the

measurement of a given angle. An inclinometer

should/be used in deciding angle. This device

measures the angle in degrees .see` Figure 3).

rf there is doubt, it is best to overcompen-

sate and make the angle somewhat flatter than

called for by the instrument?'

ACTIVITY 6:

Define angle of repos." /

0

Page 12/SH-38 1'
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mama 7:. Deecribe the materials and methods used in

,shoring. .

The greatest danger associated with excava tion is the possibility of

cave-ins or earth slides. Either mishap can pindown and possibly Suffocate

a worker.

Toprevent such tragedies, OSHA requires that all excavations over fib

feet deep.be sloped, shored, sheeted, braced, or by any one or combination

of these methods be supported. If the soil is unstable, excavations of less

than five feet deep must allo have'support. This ruling is for the protec-

tion of
t

employees who may be endangered while they are actively engaged in

shoring, as well as for those whb are working in a trench for other reasons.

Excavations are supported by means of sloping(piling the spoils at a

stable angle), bracing (horizontal members bearing 9gainst uprights), sheet-

ing (a solid barrier against the excavation's walls), shoring (a framework

of wood-, metal or 67bination),,and cribbing (a temporary means of support-

ing trench walls with scrap lumber). These methods can "e used in combina-

tion or in some cases, one method will suffice - to support excavation

sites and prevent cave-ins.

Materials used in the support of
\
excavations (plan ks, laths; timbers,

various metals) must be of top quality and in serviceable condition. Sup-

porting timbers must be of serviceable lumber', without large or loose knots,

Si
Oand cut to the proper dimenort. 'a`

.. Shoring materials consist of w od-planks (for uprights and in some
1

cases, brackets),, and of metal comp (as in trench jacks). Stringers,

also known as waters, are horizontal timbers which support the uprights

(Figure 4).

Sheeting is a solid barrier of timber, concrete, or sheet piles that is

erected-against the walls of an excavation. Its purpOse is to resist the

lateral pressure of water and loose soil. Sheeting should extend above the
4%

surface leve to keep the spoil bank ftom sliding back into the excava tion.

At times the workers will have io cope with an ,unstable excavation bot-

tom: below tfie, water line, for example, In this case, metal or concrete

V
SH-38/Page 13 '
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sheering must be driven below the

,bcittom of the excavation to augment

11/' Ni,,,,stability of the soil, as shown

Jn Figure 5. Timber shoring and

44ieeting does not usually remain in

. the excavation long enough to dete-

SHAT

V.riorate.

.

OSMA,requires that dive'rsiom

Figure 4,

A

dikes and ditches be dug to prevent

s' surface water from entering an exca-
.

vat* and to provide adequate

drainage of the area adjacent to the

excavation.

Water causes erosion and soft-

ening of the soil, and should never

allowtd(to accumulate in an exca-

vation.,

Weather cars play havoc with the

:best support systems. Large excava-
.

Shoring components:°- 24e tions are especially vulnerable to

,changing-weather conditions because-

they often remain open for long spates. A heavy rajn will drastically t

increase. pressure on shoring maitnes:1,01si which may then give way to-cave-

When attempting to support such excava-

Attjont, it is wise to take a long-range view

and pros.tide for a variety of weather contin-

SHESING . genCies, In extreme circumstance's, cover the

WATER LINE
.1=, IMMI

ggure 5. sheeting driven

(below bottom lint of

water line.

Page'14/SH:38
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a

excavatiqn walls with plastic sheeting, or use

a moisture-limiting chemical spray on the

spoil-bank. If water collects in the bottom

of the excavation, the-angle of repose can be

flattened.

S



After each major change in the weather thqt could jeopardiie a shoring
t .

%stem, the excavation must be irispcted for) damage.

The entire shoring system must be solid and resistant to rotting. With

any give or play, it 'could weaken under pressure., Therefore, Shoring tate-

rials must alwayS,be of dependable quality,

Reinforcement of shpfing is required in special cases, such as with a

superimposed load: If a heavy Toed must be adjacent to an 'excavation, the

walls -of the excavation will need additional support, It may also be neces-

sary to change filecpressure of a heavy load - pile drivers and cranes, for

example, can be mounted:on wooden Oats or heavy plalking,to distribute the

weight aver a greater area.
.

Constant Vibration (sudden shock from passing vehicles, railways, jack

hammers) can contribute to cave-in by weakening the soil. Even machines

operated in nearby buildings can endanger the shoring syStem. In such

casesArtronger= support may tae the only answer:

When it is necessary to shof-e the sides of an excavation that is idja-

Centto-a previously backfillecrexcavation, every care should be taken to

Prevent the looge fill-from sliding. This is particularly important when

the original fill level is leSs than the depth'olk.the excavation.

Digging beldW the level of the footing of a foundation or retaining

wall is unsafe unless: .

The will is well underpinned. ,

The adja-cent walls are stable.

The material-being excavated is hard rock.

ACTIVITY 7 -mmIN
1. Name two conditions in which' OSHA requires that

diversion dices. 06d ditches be dug:

a.
I

b.

2. List two actions th.)i may be'eaken in extremely

wet 'weather conditions.

a.

b.

A
-4.4.111,14,4

7-
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OBJECTIVE 8: Describe the procedures for installing
I

and remdving shoring.

Ideally, shoring. shoult take place As soon

possible after the eRcavation is)dry., An unshored 4 r

ench is risky because the eaerh walls can slough

a4ay, leaving a dangerous overhang as shown in Fig-

4
pre' 6.

Shoring is always installed from the top down

Figure 6. Dangerous and removed rom the bottom up. During installa-'

oyerhahg.
tion, great pains must be taken to place the

trench jacks (or cross beams).in true horizontal

ositio between the uprights and to space them vertically at even interval$

Its ,shOwn in Figure 7. Once, the system is'in place, there should be no space

4,

Figure 7. 'Trenchvjacks in true
horiontal position.,

Page 16/SH-38

between shoring and walls.

Soil leaks must be prompt-

ly packed Oth earth, for.

if support is vulnerable

at any point, the system

may gradually give way.
UPRIGHTS

When all construction

materials required are

properly placed in the ex-

cavation, backfilling'and
rl

removal of trench supports

should proceed simulta-
,

nedUsly - from the bottom

up. Trench jacks and

brakes must be released

very slowly and cautious-

1:y, for the safety of both

trench and,wOrkers.

if the soil is

18
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unstable, te jacks/braces are pulled out from above, with ropes, after the

employees have left the trench. Only then should the shoring be completely

removed, preferably by equipment rather than by hand.

the trench shield (or Sliding trench shield) is al variation or shoring

techniques already described. It iS composed of 'steel plates and bracing

that are weldecior bolted togetherand it can be moved along-Is-digging

progresses, carrying workers inside, as shown.in Figure 8.

I r

so-

SPOIL

TAMPER"
/V41 /

TRENCHING MACHINE

Figure 8. Trench shield.

111.1

-,

The shield supports the trench walIs'from the surface to the bottom,

but usually does not'fit as snugly as sheeting or shoring if required to do.

A trench shield is not.intended to replaCe conventional shoring; it is pri-

marily a'device for added safety and cor(venience. E n.ifthe walls col-

lapse andfall all around the shield, the-workers nside it will be pro-
. 0

tected. .

The sliding trench shield is also effectilde In situations where other ,

systems re not feasible or adequate. it mdtp be used in extremely unstable

grand fo'r instance, or on jobs of very short duration.

ACTIVITY A:

1. ,Explain the correct rr hods of backfilling and

'removal of trench suppo

4
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v.

,

2. Mark thestatement7que or False.

a. A trenchshield is intended,to.replace
conventional shoring.

J r b. /T the walls of a trench collapse,
Workers insideclhe trench shield will
be protectpd.

.4 P

.C8`JWAI1VE 9: Discuss inspecti6ns of shoring.

alb

. v ,

All types of 'shoring,tplus the excavation' itself; must be inspected.

daily. During the time span of the.work, several .conditions,can occur that

would endanger the support system: - t

' Timber ar ground may dry,out and contract, tppTeby loosenin
41

A[,-

the shoring.
. .

,

The earth may absorb moisture and swell, thus displacing.the
`khoring.

Some components of the system may be displaced or damaged by (l.
materials lowered into the trench. /

,). Shoring itself, or part of Its support, may rat. ..,,

Excavations must be inspected daily by someoft'experienced in lecogniZ-

ing trenching hazards. In additioh, the inspector ust,make a study immedi7 r
ately following every rainstorm, or after a change in conditions that might'

increase the possibility o4 disasterSsi --
%

/ If dangerous gmpund
4

movements'are detected *

I

SUBSIDENCE
NI*

'SHOWING
OF EXCAVATION

'SHOWING SUBSIDENCE
AND BULGING

, (see Figure 9} such as

CRACK
subsidence (when the

BULGE earth of a wall gradu-

frirterlioNA:Ks, ally "subsides"), or'

-"N.. tension cracks (when

there IN'too much ltressFigure 9. Diagram of subsidence and

tensioncracks.

Page 18/SH-38
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WORK MUST BE STOPPED until the problem has been analyzed and correceed.

it r

ACTIVITY 9:

Give three reasons for regular inspection of excavations.

1.

.

In case of emergency, workers must be abre to get out of the trench as
.

. quickly as possible. Therefore, OSHA requires that trenches of four feet'

deep or more must be provided with a means of immecliate exit. Ladders (or (

steps) are placed in every such excavation

at intervals of 25 feet along the walls

(see Figure 10). The side rails of the

ladders must extend at least three feet

above the landing 'surface to facilitate a

speedy escape. Every ladder provided must
t

be functionally strong and secured the

top X the-trench.

The design 'of ladders used in trench-

ing and shoriTlg must be in accordance with

American Naillinal Standards Institute
I

A14.1-1968, Safety Code for Portable Wood

Ladders. Portable metal ladders must be-,
. .

strengthof equivalent pstrength to-wood and'conform to American National Institute,

A14.2-1956, Safety Code for Portable Me aliLadders.

Ladders should be firmly.based on levA ground with the areas around

top and bOttom kept clear. The pitch m* be such that the horizontal dis-

tance from the top support to the4foot of the'ladder is .bout 1/4 the work-

ing length of the ladder - a comfortably angle. .



V

Ob.

If

IN

"Job-made" ladders are constructed for their intended use, as in

trenching. If they are to provide the only means of access or exist from a

work area for 25 or more employees, or in case of simultaneous two-way traf-

fic, the ladders m t be double-cleated for adait*orial protection of the

workers. As a fur er safety'meosure, the ladders are secured at the top of

the trench by wires or ropes which are attached to* stakes, or to any appro-.

prigte supportive objects protruding above the ground.

ACTIVITY

Describe three safety requirements for ladders usedin

trenches.

1.

2.

REFERENCES

U.S. Department ofLabbr. Occupational Safety and HeWh Regulations for

Construction. .29 CFR 1926, (1980).

U.S. Department of,Labor. OSHA Pamphlet 2226..

ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1

1. a. 15.feet.

b. Wood, metal, or bafh.

c. Excavation.

d. Cave-ins.'

2. a. Foundations and undIrpinnings.

b. Underground sewage atiO gas lines.

c. Footings for structure.

Page 20/5H-38
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ACTIVITY 2

1. a., Vibration.

6. Weight, whenotored too close to the edgeo the trench.:

(Any six.).

2. a. Adequate braking sysems.

b. Lighting.

c. Audible warning devices.

d. Windshield wipers.

e. Rollover protective structures.

f. Seat belts.

g. Safety latches-or lock5 for dumping mechanisms.

'ACTIVITY 3

1. a. OxygenideficiencY.

-b. Toxic gases,

c. Flammable gases.

2. a. Ventilation.

. b. .Respiratory protective equipment.

3. b.

ACTIVITY 4

(Any three.)

1. a. Rain.

b. Snow.
_/

c. Freezing.-
d. Thawing.

4r

e. Extreme heat and dryness.

2. a. Nearby traSic.

b. Heavy equipment operation.

ACTIVITY 5

(Any five..)

1. Utilities location.

2. Soil conditions.

3. Trafftc. .°1

4. Weather.

aw

I
2 3,
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0
5. Water table.

6. Surrounding structures.

ACTIVITY 6

i

The angle at which the earth will lie still without moving.

,ACTIVITY 7 -

1. a. To-prevent surface water from entering an excavation. dib

/

b. To provide adequatd drainage of the area adjacent to the
excavation.

2. a. Cover excavation walls with plastic sheeting. '

b. , Use a moisture-limiting chemical spray on the spoil bank.

ACTIVITY 8

1. Backfilling, and removal of trench supports are e from bottom up,

simultaneously; release jJks and braces very slowly; if soil is-

unstable, trench is cleared and bracing is pulled oufom above by

4ropes.

--- ACTIVITY 9

(Ant three.)

1. Timber or soil may dry out and contract.

2. 'Soil may absorb moisture and swell,.

3. Shoring itself may rot.,

4. Shoring components may be damaged by materials lowered into the trench.

ACTIVITY 10

(Any th'ree.)

1. Must be based on level ground.

I

2. Must be double - cleated when only means of exit for 25 or more workers.

3. Must be secured attop of trench.

4.\ Must be placed at ,sloping rather than vertical angle.

y. .2 -,
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